HOVERTECH INTERNATIONAL OFFERS THE MOST COMPLETE PORTFOLIO OF AIR-ASSISTED SAFE PATIENT HANDLING PRODUCTS.

Committed to providing innovative solutions, our products facilitate all day patient care while improving the safety of caregivers and patients. Now featuring Single-Patient Use products with highly breathable fabric for enhanced pressure injury prevention.

HOVERMATT®

The HoverMatt® Air Transfer System is the number one choice of hospitals for lateral patient transfers, boosting, positioning and proning. The HoverMatt comes in 28", 34", 39" and 50" widths, as well as a double-coated option, to meet all patient and departmental needs.

HOVERMATT® SPU

The highly breathable HoverMatt® Single-Patient Use (SPU) Air Transfer System, available in 34", 39" and 50" widths, protects the patient’s skin by minimizing heat and moisture buildup, improving the standard of care for patient handling.

HOVERMATT® SPU Link

The HoverMatt® Single-Patient Use (SPU) Link Air Transfer System offers all of the benefits of the original SPU with the addition of unique connecting straps that attach to the bed, reducing the need for boosting and improving patient comfort.

HOVERMATT® Half-Matt

This shorter HoverMatt provides an effective yet unobtrusive solution for Uro/Gyn, L&D and Ortho procedures. It is also available in Single-Patient Use and double-coated models for use when there are excessive bodily fluids.

HOVERMATT® Split-Leg

The HoverMatt Split-Leg Matt is designed for use in the lithotomy position or when split-leg attachments are used to allow for convenient positioning on the procedure table. Snaps at the foot end of the mattress keep the legs together for effortless lateral patient transfers.
The HoverSling® Repositioning Sheet functions as both a HoverMatt SPU and lifting device to streamline patient handling tasks and reduce the amount of time and money spent using multiple products. This disposable device performs lateral transfers, boosting, positioning, turning and vertical lifting.

The HoverSling® Split-Leg combines the HoverMatt SPU Split-Leg and a lift sling into one product. This disposable device provides a seamless transition for lateral transfers and overhead lift transfers utilizing one product that can stay with the patient. This unique product can also be used as a limb lifter or stabilizer for pressure injury prevention and Labor and Delivery applications.

The HoverJack® Air Patient Lift is recognized as the industry standard for safe patient lifting. It allows caregivers to lift patients from the floor to bed or stretcher height in the safest and most efficient manner.

The Evacuation HoverJack is a device for safe and efficient stairwell evacuations in the hospital environment. The tapered head-end and inflatable chambers facilitate easy navigation for emergency situations.

This wheeled cart is designed to hold any HoverTech Air Supply and one box of Single-Patient Use HoverMatts or several reusable HoverMatts. The streamlined construction provides a sturdy design while making it easier to clean for optimal infection control.

The HoverJack® Cart is a rolling storage system that allows caregivers to easily respond in the event of a patient fall. With a standard size top basket and larger bottom basket, this cart holds the HoverJack, Air Supply and a HoverMatt transfer mattress.